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how architects“turn the corner”
the corner “problem”
THE CORNER is a unique architectural condition that serves as a

01. Peter Eisenman.
“There are no Corners
After Derrida.” Log 15
(New York: Anyone
Corporation, 2009),111119.

rhetorical device through its role in the configuration of space. How
architects “turn the corner” or the “problem” of the corner has long
been rooted in architectural discourse however as Eisenman notes,
“corners are elusive and thus rarely thematized in architecture. For
example, when Rosalind Krauss said that architecture will always have
four walls−that is, an enclosure−she never said that architecture has
corners, either external or internal.”1 The corner specifically can
produce multiple layers of meaning since the corner can define form
either as a series of edges, surfaces or as a mass.

01. Corner as mass,
edges and surface.
Diagram drawn by
author.

A number of explicit corners exist and their degree of definition can
affect the perceived definition of space ranging from a fully defined box
(a traditional ‘room’) to a mostly implied, phenomenally transparent
space that can interact with other spaces that overlap or intersect it.
The role and meaning of a corner is impacted by its architectural
intention, materiality as well as its structural, constructional and spatial
condition. The use of the corner as an architectonic system to
orchestrate space is linked to the degree and character of social
inclusivity/exclusivity, collectivity/individuality, publicness/privateness,
determinacy or indeterminacy of use.

02. Corner Diagram:
Intersection of at least
two planes. Drawn by
author.

I contend that these social effects can become architecturalized through the
corner, which as a tactic of spatial definition directly influences the inhabitation
of space. The corner both reflects and becomes a means of reflecting the
ranges of spatial occupation that in the context of a civic institution become

politicized.
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corner encounter
This thesis will use Boston City Hall and its
plaza as a vehicle for testing the way that the
corner and edge can allow for an interface and
control behavior between those individuals
within city hall and the public. Boston needs a
new, functional City Hall as its current one is
introverted and oppressive in its solidity.
Despite its central location within the city,
Boston City Hall’s plaza is devoid of activity and
lacks public engagement. At present, the
existing Boston City Hall deploys a closed
corner at multiple scales creating a spatially
detached, authoritative political presence of the
government within the city.

03. Closed corner of
existing Boston City Hall.
Photograph taken by
author.

Rethinking Boston City Hall via one’s encounter with the
corner can reassess the potential for public intimacy with
the democratic process.
Borrowing from the spatial techniques of corner
conditions at multiple scales: the urban, formal,
programmatic and detail, the corner becomes
a means of creating an accessible city hall for
Boston.

04. Existing Boston City
Hall Plaza, accessible
from all four sides
(exposed edges/corners),
yet devoid of activity.
Photograph taken by
author.
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02. Kim Dovey. Framing
Places:mediating power
in built form. (New York:
Routledge, 2008) 17-18.

Historically architecture has exploited the
corner in political dimensions impacting both
political action and behavior. Thus, the corner
is a means of defining or occupying space,
engaging power relationships. Architectural
theorist Kim Dovey, maintains that power is
mediated by built form and that such
mediations are inhertenly complex and
multi-dimensional. A set of dimensions of
place/power mediations along which dialectics
of power in places are played out encompass:
orientation/disorientation,
segregation/access, social/universal, stability/
change, dominant/subservient, place/ideology
and literal/phenomenal.2 As the corner can
manipulate our perception of space from
different physical positions these social effects
can be influenced by the spatial definition of
the corner. Synthesis from the investigation of
the corner will contribute to creating particular
spatial affects that do not simply exude power
but rather engage the public with government
practices.
This thesis is not meant to solve the
controversy regarding the contested reception

05

of Kallmann, McKnnell & Knowles’ Boston City
Hall. Rather, this thesis is a counter project to
their design that uses the corner as a
device to create a functional spatial paradigm.
Critique of the nature of the existing building
is a secondary agenda as the purpose of this
project is to address and alleviate criticisms
of Boston’s City Hall by demonstrating how
lessons learned from “turning the corner” can
orchestrate public intimacy by reassessing the
jointure between the public and the
democratic performance.
Precedents for studying specific architectural
features as a means for revealing larger
architectural ideas can be found both
historically and within contemporary
architectural theory. Architectural theorist
Marco Frascari contends that, “the role of
details [is] as generators, a role traditionally
ascribed to the plan” and that “technology, with
its double-faced presence as ‘techné of logos’
and ‘logos of techné’ is the basis for the
understanding of the role of details.3 Serlio
and Claude Perrault contributed to changes
within the classical tradition after examining

05. relationship of
architecture and power
rooted in political
dimensions that exploit
the corner. Sketches by
author.
(from left to right)
top: Pravda Building,
Russian constructivism,
Times Square, New York
bottom: Relationship
between Town Hall and
Duomo di Pienza, Pienza,
Italy.

03. Marco Frascari. “The
Tell-the-Tale-Detail.” In
Theorizing a New Agenda
for Architecture, an
Anthology of Architectural
Theory 1965-1995, Kate
Nesbit (New York:
Princeton Architectural
Press, 1996), 498-513.

04. Elizabeth Musgrave
and Max Horner. “The
Detail in Architecture:
Comparative Analysis of
Built Detail.” Architectural Theory Review 5,
no. 1 (2000): 1-15.
05. Edward R. Ford.
The Architectural Detail.
(New York: Princeton
Architectural Press,
2011), 41.

the classical orders and more recently in The
Architectural Detail, Edward Ford argues for the
progress from an architecture of mass
construction to one of “layered-construction”
by exploring five different types of detail.4
While there are those who will agree with
architect Rem Koolhaas that, “A joint is not an
idea it is simply a condition”5 the corner has
both a physical and conceptual presence.
Should architectural form and
organization have a causal relationship with
corners at various levels ranging from the detail
to urban conditions, whether they are
continuities or differentiations? The
investigation will include testing the basic
definition of the corner: the intersection of at
least two planes through a formal taxonomy of
corner types (open, connected, chamfered etc.).
ACUTE
Galician Centre of Contemporary Art
Alvaro Siza, 1993
Santiago de Compostela, Spain

FORM:
Sharp angle that defines space
SIGNIFIES: Angled or deformed volume
PROGRAM: Cultural - Music - Retail
ORGANIZATION

DETAIL

SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

While some may argue that the corner is
disappearing in contemporary architectural
design that preferences the parametric, the
corner remains an orchestrator of space even
if its control points are not orthogonal. Not
only will this taxonomy classify two-dimensional and three-dimensional representation
of corners but it will also examine the spatial
effects, social implications, materiality and
relationships between spaces for each corner
type. Categorical designation of corner types
developed through the taxonomy will lead to
formal and scalar classifications.
These categorical designations of corner
types developed from the taxonomy become a
way to relate corners at a range of scales, from
the urban to the joint . To compare the corners
formally, I will engage in a dialogue between
corners at different scales by first equalizing a
corner condition from each of the five scales
examined in the taxonomy of types: urban,
formal (architectural), programmatic (individual
room), tectonic and detail .

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

06. Taxonomy of corner
type example. Drawn by
author.

TECTONIC
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The examination of architects who have
utilized a corner condition as an intentional
architectural strategy at these scales will
include but is not limited to Ildefons Cerdà,
Clark and Menefee, Rem Koolhaas, Mies van
der Rohe and Carlo Scarpa. This formal
investigation will be followed by case studies
of these five examples where the corner is not
viewed as an autonomous condition but where
the corner or a set of corners are examined
holistically as well as for their intent as a tactic
of spatial definition.

The formal investigation of the corner will
be conducted by producing physical models
of a corner condition from the examples listed
above, where the corner is a considered
stratagem by the architect in each instance.
These five models of applied inquiry on the
corner will either enlarge or reduce the scale
of each isolated corner condition to generate a
formal discourse of relationships between the
corners, represented at comparable size. By
neutralizing each corner condition in terms of
scale and materiality the corners become
07. from left to right:
Clipped corner of
Barcelona, Ildefons Cerdà,
Image: Cartographic Deparment
of Municipality of Barcelona

mitered corner

3

additive corner 4

corner as joint

detail

2

tectonic

reentrant corner

programmatic

1

formal

urban

clipped corner

5

Reentrant corner of Middleton
Inn, Clark and Menefee
Architects, Image: Richard
Jensen
Mitered Corner of Kunsthal,
Koolhaas/OMA, Photograph:
Jason Brown
Additive Corner of Crown Hall,
Mies van der Rohe, Photograph:
Gregory Bencivengo
Corner as Joint, Museo Canoviano, Image: Richard Bryant
08. Neutralized Models of
corners, built and photographed
by author.
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06. Toshiko Mori.
Dialogue in Details.
(Venice: Exhibition at
Venice Biennale 2012,
29 Aug. 2012- 25 Nov.
2012).

equalized and can be compared formally,
distinct from their architectural intention.
Similar to Toshiko Mori’s exhibition at the
Venice Biennale 2012, Dialogue in Details,
this exchange will speak to the common and
unique conditions of the corners, exchanging
technical, tectonic and historical ideas of the
architects’ and their different applications of
the corner.6
Following the autonomous investigation of
the corner, case studies of each of the five
modeled corners will examine corner strategies
and the spatial role of the corner in terms of
context, organization, sequence, program and
circulation. These investigations will map onto
the extent and nature of social conditions
effected by the corner. Investigating corner
strategies in precedent studies through
drawings and diagrams will help to understand
how larger space making ideas of politics can
and/or should relate to its details as well as the
spatial characteristics capable of being
affected by the corner.

Can lessons learned about the role of corners
in the configuration of space reassess inherit
political ideas of control, power and
community? As the orchestration of space
defined or influenced by the corner can become
politicized , I will critique how the existing
Boston City Hall deploys the corner at multiple
scales in addition to operating spatially. Such
will be explored by case studies on recently
built civic architecture where its spatial form
exploits a power relationship between
government workers and its public.

08

In today’s society, the relationship between
architecture and political behavior is largely
undetected. Such is the case with Boston,
Massachusetts’ present City Hall, where the
brutalist structure was once believed to
broadcast Boston’s power and importance
however time has shown it to be an unengaged
object in Boston’s historical landscape with a
plaza devoid of activity. This project
proposes a new city hall and plaza design for
Boston that proves through the lens of the
corner, physical architectural attributes can
politicize space through influencing social
effects and orchestrating space to create
public intimacy between those within city hall
and the public.

PHYSICAL + CONCEPTUAL
PRESENCE OF CORNER

SOCIAL EFFECTS

CORNER

SOCIAL

POLITICAL
IMPLICATIONS

POLITICAL

modulates space

interface that controls behavior

different scales
shift perception through
movement

defines/occupies space
engaging power relationships
public intimacy
democractic process
public vs. private

09. Corner relationship
to social and poltical
implications. Diagram
drawn by author.
09
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CORNER
SOCIAL

Explicit Corners
degree of definition can affect the
perceived definition of space
traditional room:
fully defined box

EFFECTS/
CHARACTERISTICS

Use of the Corner to Control the
Perceived Definition of Space

implied phenomenal
transparent space:
allows intersection or
overlap
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Spatial

Detail

Tectonic

Programmatic

Formal

Urban

SCALE

FORM

MATERIALITY

role/meaning of
corners impacted by:

ARCHITECTONIC SYSTEM

SOCIAL

Social effects/characteristics are
capable of being affected by the
corner as tactic of spatial defintion
CHARACTERISTICS:
social inclusivity - exclusivity
collectivity - individuality
publicness -privateness
determinacy -intederminacy of use
participatory configuration

INTENTIONS

SPATIAL

POLITICAL

MEANING

Corner Reflects a Range of Spatial Occupation
In the context of a civic institution the corner
becomes politicized

CIVIC

HOW TO DEPLOY THE

BODIES in space

POLITICIZES

CORNER

INSTITUTION
Chief of Public
Property

Chief Economic
Development Officer

Chief Information
Officer

Human Services

Streets, Transportation and
Sanitation

Non-Mayoral

Convenient

Non-Mayoral

Streets,
Transportation and
Sanitation

Human
Services

Environmental and
Energy Services

Chief Information
Officer

Chief Economic
Development Officer

Chief of Public
Property

Chief of Advocacy and
Strategic Investment

Chief of Personel
and Labor Relations

Administration
and Finance

Mayor’s Office

Non-Adjacent

Environmental and
Energy
Services

POWER
Relationships

514,000 FT2

60%

40%

*FT2 dependent
on city hall
design

EXISTING

PROPOSED CITY HALL 228,043 FT2

Chief of Personel Chief of Advocacy and
and Labor Relations Strategic Investment

PROPOSED PLAZA *417,000 FT2

Administration and
Finance

Architectural Precedents?

Mayor’s Office
Adjacent

228,043 FT2

36,781 FT2

44,138 FT2

147,125 FT2

PROPOSED

PROPOSED
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13

GLOSSARY
OF KEY TERMS
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DETAIL:
07. Frascari, “The Tellthe-Tale-Detail,” 501.
08. Ibid, 510-511.

JOINT:
09. Bruce Martin. Joints
in Buildings. (London:
George Goodwin
Limited, 1977).

10. Kieran, Stephen,
and James Timberlake.
Manual : the architecture
of KieranTimberlake. New
York: Princeton
Architectural Press,
2002. 51-75. Print.
11. Kenneth
Frampton.“Carlo Scarpa
and the Adoration of the
Joint.” In Studies in
Tectonic Culture : The
Poetics of Construction in Nineteenth and
Twentieth Century
Architecture, John Cava,
297-333. Cambridge:
MIT Press, 1995.
15

Within architecture, the detail is accepted as a piece of the
larger architectural whole. Marco Frascari contends that,
“any architectural element defined as a detail is always a
joint.”7 According to this definition, detailing then becomes
the functional and aesthetic joining of materials, constituents
and building components. As Frascari notes, “the joint, that
is the fertile detail, is the place where both the construction
and construing of architecture take place.”8

01. Material Joints:
connection between
physical architectural
attributes

Bruce Martin asserts that all joints are conditions of
adjacency between two or more objects.9 Thus, the
architectural joint encompasses the joining of components
and systems within building.

01. End Joints:
extend the length of
a material by joining
the end of one
member to another.

The architectural firm KieranTimberlake argue that, “the
desire to join owes its existence to the fact of separation:
without separation there is no need for joining; without
joining we cannot comprehend what it means to be
separate. Separation in architecture arises from the
characteristics of the materials to be assembled into a
building or from the evolution of site. Joining is the means
by which we assemble building materials and buildings
themselves into larger wholes.”10

02. Formal joints:
connection between
defined or implied
space
10. DETAIL: Corner detail of
Middleton Inn, Clark and Menefee
Architects. Redrawn by author from
working drawings, Syracuse University.

02. Edge Joints:
extend the width of
a material by joining
one member along its
length to the edge of
another.
11. JOINING: Material joining
of Alvar Aalto’s brick summer
house in Muuratsalo, Finland,
1953. Image: Annette Lecuyer

6

Corners can be both manifested through joining and as a
joint. Carlo Scarpa is one such architect who employs the
corner through the means of a joint, stating that, “The joint
is treated as a kind of tectonic condensation; as an
intersection embodying the whole in the part, irrespective
of whether the connection in question is an articulation or a
bearing or even an altogether larger linking component such
as a stair or a bridge.” 11
12. CORNER JOINT:Joint manifesting connection at corner.
Diagram drawn by author.

CORNER: A corner is the intersection of at least two planes that define
space either as a series of edges, as a surface or as a mass.

12. Eisenman, “There
are no Corners After
Derrida,” 112.
13. Frascari, “The Tellthe-Tale-Detail,”
14. Martin, Joints in
Buildings.

SOCIAL
EFFECTS:
15. Kim Dovey. Framing
Places:mediating power
in built form. 17-18.

POLITCAL:

01. PHYSICAL
CORNER

Peter Eisenman argues that there are “No Corners After
Derrida” and that while any solution to a corner is of
necessity formal –that is geometric, physical and thus
representational, or a signifier at some level-its meaning
(signified) can no longer be assumed to be stable. In this
sense, Eisenman defines the corner as a site of multiple,
potentially unmotivated significations of the possible
destabilization of the formal as a basis for conceptualizing
architecture.12

02. CONCEPTUAL
CORNER

If Frascari defines all details as joints both theoretically and
empirically13 and Bruce Martin contends that all joints are
conditions of adjacency between at least two elements in
space,14 corners are then a sub-category of joints which are
a type of detail..

03. CORNER
CLASSIFICATION

The corner reflects a range of spatial occupations that
directly influence the inhabitation of space. This use of the
corner to control the perceived definition of space can map
onto the degree and character of social inclusivity/exclusivity,
collectivity/individuality, publicness/privateness, determinacy
or indeterminacy of use. These social effects can become
architecturalized through the corner, as a tactic of spatial
definition.

01. Place/power
motivations:
along which dialectics
of power in places are
played out15

The spatial dimensions of the corner can take on political
meaning in the context of a civic institution in a democratic
society. The corner can manipulate perception of space
from different physical positions and influence power
relationships between bodies in space through spatial form.

01. City Hall:
Seat of local government
and symbol of the
community where the
workings of the
democratic process can
be highly accessible to
the public, integral to the
relationship between the 15. POWER RELATIONSHIP:Corner
influencing perception of space. Drawn
political and public realm. by author.

13. CORNER: The intersection of at least
two planes in space. Drawn by author.

Orientation/Disorientation
Segregation/Access
Social/Universal
Stability/Change
Dominant/Subservient
Place/Ideology
Literal/Phenomenal

14. SPATIAL EFFECT: Spatial relationship
diagram. Reinterpretation of Francis
Ching’s drawing by author.
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II CONCEPT/THEORY
AN ARCHITECTURAL
HISTORY OF THE CORNER

IS THE CORNER simply a modernist rhetoric?
What is the theoretical inquiry on the corner
condition? This architectural history of the
corner will examine the evolution of the corner
from its formal, tectonic beginnings to its
social and spatial effects in contemporary
architecture.

18

RENAISSANCE

ANCIENT GREECE/ROME
GREEK VS.
MATERIAL CHANGE
ROMAN SPACE

OUTSIDE TO INSIDE
(PALAZZO CORTILE)

Courtyard corner at the
Palazzo Ducal, Urbino,
1465-1473, Luciano Laurana
Image:Peter Eisenman
Corner of Palazzo Chiericati,
Vincenzia Italy
Alberti 1548/9-57
Image:David Nicholls
Corners of the
Parthenon
Photograph: by
author.

16. Eisenman, “There
are no Corners After
Derrida,” 119.

7

Architrave material
change, Greek and
Roman Temples
Image:Peter Eisenman

THE ARCHITECTURAL exploitation of the corner
is deeply rooted in history both in its physical and
conceptual presence. An architectural photograph
or rendering frequently employs a perspectival
approach that preferences the oblique; a condition
indicative of the corner. In Eisenman’s article,
“There are no Corners after Derrida” he address the
history of the corner in architecture with the conclusion that following the introduction of deconstruction by Jacques Derrida, “the corner can now
be conceptually understood as a sign without a
stable meaning.”16 While the response to the corner
problem initially began as formal one its wide array
of architectural responses is linked to spatial and
social implications. Today, the corner remains a
tactic of spatial definition that influences the perception of space; inherently linked to social effects
that in particular contexts become politicized.
In ancient Greek and Roman times, the
relationship of the viewer to the building based on
the corner condition was used for both social and
political purposes. The Greeks intended space to
be conceptualized and seen by a viewer at a 45-de-

19

gree angle to the building. The approach to the

8

9

10

Corner detail in the cortile of
Santa Maria Della Pace, Rome
c.1500, Bramante
Image:Peter Eisenman

Acropolis along the 45-degree angle created a
deliberate alignment with the sun that signified
not only directionality but also spatial and political
hierarchy. This diagonal relationship drew particular attention to the corner, manifesting a particular
vantage point known as Greek Space.
Greek space derived from the corner in response
to a tectonic condition. The material change of the
Doric Temple from wood to stone created a corner
problem that the Greeks and Romans solved in
different ways. The change from wood to stone affected the temple structure, which in turn affected
the corner.17 In a wooded temple, the Greek façade
had the architrave’s triglyphs front the ends of the
wooden beams in addition to being evenly spaced
in front of the columns’ centerlines. With stone,
the load of the architrave had to be moved to the
last outboard column, which created an unequal
gap between the triglyphs as well as an off-center
relationship between the outboard triglyph and the
outboard column.18
A solution to this situation was not needed but
rather desired by the Greeks for aesthetic purposes. The Greeks chose to move the outboard column

17. Ibid, 114.

18. Ibid, 114.

NEOCLASSICAL
PERSPECTIVAL
VANTAGE POINT

DESTRUCTION
OF THE BOX

11

19. Ibid, 115.

Altes Museum,perspectival view, Shinkel
Image:Peter Eisenman

in, off-center from the triglyph, as at the Parthenon. When applied to the corner at the side
façade, this move made the corner bay at the front
and side equal yet different from the other bays.
The stoa appeared continuous but the void of the
corner bay was somewhat smaller on both the front
and side. From a forty-five degree angle the viewer
could understand the symmetry about the corner,
which frontally appeared irregular. As Eisenman
claims this solution, which privileged the corner,
“became the conceptual underpinning of the term
Greek Space. What began as a utilitarian structural requirement and then became formal was
now squarely lodged in the domain of grammar…
the thing itself – the temple- became the sign of
something that became known as Greek space
when it evolved from a type of grammar to a type
of rhetoric.” 19
The Roman’s alternate solution to the
corner problem generated an emphasis on frontality. Unlike the Greeks, the Romans maintained an
equal interval and columnar distance on the front
façade that required moving the outboard triglyph
in to align with the centerline of the outboard

12

Fallingwater, view
of cantilever,
Frank Lloyd
Wright, 1935-39
Image:Mary Ann
Sullivan

column. Since the Romans’ sites were mostly confined, the gap between the front and side triglyphs
at the corner was rarely noticeable; opposite from
the open sites of the Greeks. Thus, the Romans
favored a perpendicular relationship between the
viewer and the façade that maintained aesthetic
purity. Thus, as Eisenman states, “what evolved
from a structural problem in the Greek instance
and a site condition in the Roman context became
a rhetorical canon.”20
This emphasis on the exterior corner condition
was replaced during the Renaissance with emphasis on the interior corner; a response to the development of internal courtyards (palazzo cortiles) as
urban public space. During this time, the reentrant
corner was heavily employed for both conceptual
and aesthetic purposes. Two palazzo cortiles in
particular demonstrate the reentrant corner dialogue: the Palazzo Ducal in Urbino and the Palazzo
Santa Maria Della Pace in Rome.
At the courtyard of Palazzo Ducal, Urbino by Luciano Laurana, each façade ended with a column,
which produced the intersection of two columns at
the corner. To maintain a formal relationship at

20. Ibid, 115.
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EARLY 20TH CENTURY

MODERNIST RHETORIC

Schroeder House,
Gerrit Rietveld,
1924 Image:Ernst
Moritz

13

21. Peter Eisenman.
“Digital Scrambler.” In
Written into the void:
selected writings, 19902004, Peter Eisenman,
101-140. New Haven:
Yale University Press,
2007.

21

the corner. To maintain a formal relationship at
the corner, Laurana combined structure and ornament together by doubling the columns to create
L-Shaped Piers.
Unlike Laurana’s move at Urbino, Bramante
solved the corner problem by preserving a formal relationship. Bramante changed scale of the
corner detail in order to maintain the consistent
relationship of part-to-whole.21 The limited height
of the Palazzo Santa Maria Della Pace produced
a four-bay courtyard rather than the typical odd,
three or five bay courtyard. To maintain a constant
space in between the columns, Bramante superimposed the columns at the corner to establish a unity between geometry and space. While different approaches, both Laurana and Bramante’s response
to the palazzo cortile was rooted in aesthetic and
formal corner solutions.
Alberti’s corner solution at the Palazzo Chiericati in Vicenza, Italy combined the aesthetic and
geometrically unified corners of Laurana and Bramante. Alberti responded to the “problem” of the
double column at the exterior corner of the palazzo
with a volumetric move. For Alberti, the order was

Barcelona Pavilion,
Mies van der Rohe,
1929
Image taken by
author.

Farnsworth House, Mies
van der Rohe, Chicago
Illinois, 1951
Image:Brennan Letkeman
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Crown Hall, Mies van der
Rohe,Chicago Illinois,
1950-56
Image: Greg Bencivengo

a sign of structure and he embraced the two pairs
of columns placed at the corner by combining
them on a 45 degree angle that implied a third
pair.22 This structural signification was the result
of combining three plan typologies into one: palazzo, villa and loggia that simultaneously reinforced
the perspectival vantage point.
During the Neoclassical period, emphasis was
again given to vantage points that preferenced the
oblique and in turn the corner. Shinkel’s perspective drawings of the Altes Musuem, emphasized
the diagonal approach and the closed corner of the
building, which implied the building’s recession into
deep space. Philip Johnson would later echo this
favor for the diagonal with his designed approach
to the Glass House.
While the palazzo cortiles and perspectival
images dealt with corners of a defined box, Frank
Lloyd Wright introduced a new spatial effect for the
corner by destroying the box. This voided corner
type created open space by “attacking the traditional room at its point of greatest strength-the
corner.”23 In plan, Wight generated flowing space
by dissolving the corner. At Fallingwater, Wright

22. Bruce Abbey. “Palladian Formalism and the
Creation of New Typologies: Palazzo Chiericati
and the “problem” of the
double column.” Syracuse
University in Florence
(n.d.): 1-16.

23. H. Allen Brooks.
“Frank Lloyd Wright and
the Destruction of the
Box.” Society of Architectural Historians 1, no. 38
(1979): 7-14.

LATE 20TH CENTURY

21ST CENTURY

UNSTABLE
(after Derrida)

DISAPPEARANCE
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24. Eisenman, “There
are no Corners After
Derrida,” 118.
25. Ibid, 118.

Masked corner of Vanna
Venturi (Mother’s)
House, Robert Venturi,
1961-64
Image:Vladimir Paperny

employed tectonic methods of cantilevering volumes to manifest the corner as a void. This spatial
condition directly influenced public and private
space and promoted participatory configuration
and collectivity versus individuality.
Following Wright’s corner was the modernist
rhetoric of the corner as a didactic countermove.
These designed corners created particular articulations of the corner, which generated an intended
social effect. Gerrit Rietveld’s Schroeder House
denied the corner in order to accentuate the transparency between inside and outside space. At the
Barcelona Pavilion, Mies van der Rohe manifested
phenomenal transparency with a series of planes
that produced an indeterminate spatial organization that not only framed views but promoted
publicness. At the Farnsworth House, Mies considered the corner as void to articulate the transparent relationship between indoor and outdoor
space by having the vertical plane operate as a
void.24 At IIT, Mies countered these transparent
corner solutions by solving the corner problem with
an additive corner. At each corner he exposed two
I-Beams creating a reentrant corner that in its

17

Kunsthal,
Koolhaas/OMA,
Rotterdam, 1992
Image: NAI
Collection, OMAR
Archives

18

Lotus, Zaha
Hadid + Patrick
Schumacher,
Venice Biennale
2008
Image: Patrick
Schumacher

absence of closed definition became a signification of the
corner. Robert Venturi continued the spatial dialogue between
revealed and concealed corners by masking the corner in his
design for his Mother’s House. Venturi detached the façade
from the volume of the house so that the corner was present
but not completely evident.25 The modernist response to the
corner proved that the corner could embody an architectonic
system-reflective in materiality, form and scale.
Contemporary architectural designs continue to employ the
corner to influence the perception of space. Koolhaas/OMA’s
Kunsthal is an example of where the corner was employed as
a deliberate strategy. Koolhaas used the corner as a tactic of
spatial definition to define the circulation armature of the museum. The corners are mitered to not only juxtapose materiality but to create a seamless sequence throughout the building.
While Eisenman may have claimed that the corner is
unstable in its condition-the corner embodies an architectonic system that can influence the perception of space. In this
sense the corner is unstable because it can either define collectivity or individuality, publicness or privateness, segregation or
access, orientation or disorientation and determinacy or indeterminacy. The significance of the corner is dependent upon
the architect’s intent and how he or she implements the condition within his or her architectural syntax.
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AN ARCHITECTURAL
HISTORY OF THE

CORNER

RENAISSANCE

ANCIENT GREECE/ROME

GREEK VS.
MATERIAL CHANGE
ROMAN SPACE

NEOCLASSICAL

PERSPECTIVAL
VANTAGE POINT

OUTSIDE TO INSIDE
(PALAZZO CORTILE)

DESTRUCTION
OF THE BOX

Sketches by author.
See figure credits for image citations

Corners of the Parthenon
Image courtesy of the author.

CORNER TYPE
INTENTION
SCALE

Architrave material change Courtyard corner at the Corner of Palazzo Chiericati, Vincenzia Italy
Greek and Roman Temples Palazzo Ducal, Urbino, Alberti 1548/9-57
Image:Peter Eisenman
1465-1473, Luciano
Image:David Nicholls
Laurana
Image:Peter Eisenman

double column

Corner detail in the
cortile of Santa Maria
Della Pace, Rome
c.1500, Bramante
Image:Peter Eisenman

Altes Museum,perspectival view, Shinkel
Image:Peter Eisenman

Fallingwater, view of cantilever, Frank
Lloyd Wright, 1935-39
Image:Mary Ann Sullivan

reentrant

closed

void

column (structure)

column (structure) reentrant

perspectival vs.
frontal approach

frontal approach

aesthetic formal
volumetric movement
order

aesthetic formal
privileged vantage point
order

dissolve corner to create
open space

architectural

internal courtyard,
urban public space,
detail
architectural

internal courtyard,
urban public space,
architectural
detail

architectural, Tectonic

rhetorical corner,
combines structure
and ornament with
L-shape piers by
doubling columns
at corners

unity between
geometry and
space:superposed
column
proportions for
part to whole
relationship

urban (Acropolis)

SPATIAL EFFECT

approach on 45 degree angle privileged
corner, frontality secondary

SOCIAL EFFECT

superimposition of diverse plan
typologies (urban palazzo, villa,
and loggia)

spatial density

Participatory configuration,
publicness

TECTONICS
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MATERIALITY

marble

Doric temple change
from wood to stone stone, masonry

stone, masonry

stone, masonry

stone, masonry

concrete, steel, stone

EARLY 20TH CENTURY

LATE 20TH CENTURY

MODERNIST RHETORIC

UNSTABLE
(after Derrida)

Schroeder House, Gerrit Rietveld, 1924
Image:Ernst Moritz

Barcelona Pavilion, Mies van der Rohe,
1929
Image courtesy of the author.

Farnsworth House, Mies van der Rohe,
Chicago Illinois, 1951
Image:Brennan Letkeman

Crown Hall, Mies van der
Rohe,Chicago Illinois,
1950-56
Image:Gregory Bencivengo

Masked corner of Vanna Venturi (Mother’s)
House, Robert Venturi, 1961-64
Image:Vladimir Paperny

Kunsthal, Koolhaas/OMA, Rotterdam, 1992
Image: NAI Collection, OMAR Archives

open

slipping

void

additive

masked

mitered

literal transparency

phenomenally transparent
space

literal transparency, vertical
plane as void

corner and structural
signification

conceal spatial condition

circulation armature

individual room scale

individual room scale

architectural, individual
room scale

tectonic, campus

architectural

programmatic (organization)

21ST CENTURY

DISAPPEARANCE

Lotus, Zaha Hadid + Patrick
Schumacher, Venice Biennale 2008
Image: Patrick Schumacher

?

privateness, social exclusivity
remains an orchestrator of
space

connection between inside
and outside space, social
inclusivity

indeterminate spatial
organization, publicness through
frames views and perspectives

brick, plaster, steel, wood, glass

marble, red onyx,
travertine, glass

indeterminate spatial
organization, publicness through
frames views and perspectives

steel, glass

Structural, constructional,
material signification

Mitered corners interlock space
and juxtapose materials

steel, glass

travertine, concrete, glass

stucco, brick, wood

plastic, mesh, metal
24
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THE DISAPPEARANCE
OF THE CORNER

SOME MAY ARGUE that the corner is
disappearing in contemporary
architectural design that preferences
the parametric. Edward Ford
maintains that, “whether fragmented or
resolved, the articulated joint has fallen
out of favor in recent years. From Los
Angeles to Rotterdam, one hears the
assertion that the joint, at least in
visible form is dead…and that like
other technological developments,
enthusiasm about the possibility of a
jointless architecture has obscured
reservations about its necessity or
desirability.” 26

Despite the increase of parametric
design in architecture, the corner
remains an orchestrator of space that
influences power relationships even if
its control points are not
orthogonal. As the intersection of at
least two planes in space-the corner
can join materials or imply
directionality through its orientation
and configuration whether it be a
connection or curved surface.

26. Ford. The Architectural
Detail, 41.

26

Is the corner problem simply a modernist debate? While
discussion of the role and meaning of the corner emerged from the
polemics of the 20th century its presence is still valid in today’s
society as the corner does not necessarily have to exist in the x,y,z
axis. More complex conditions of the corner can occur, evident by
recent fluid and organic designs where surfaces imply a loosely
defined corner that directs space and movement. Parametric design
has raised questions regarding the definition of the corner -evoking
dialogue about directionality, organization, inside and outside
relationships, convexity and concavity as well as rotational bodies. If
this is the case, when then does a corner stop being a corner?

A single definition of the meaning/role of the corner cannot be determined because
its spatial condition influences a variety of spatial effects that in their own context and
applied instance can have political implications. Thus the corner cannot be rigidly defined as

meaning _______(x), as scales, type, social and political ramifications all encompass its definition.

CORNER
DISAPPEARANCE?
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DIRECTIONAL PLANES
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Parametric Corner Collage:
by author.
01.Zaha Hadid, painting of
MAXXI:Museum ofXXI Century Arts
02. Walt Dinsey Concert Hall, Frank
Ghery, Los Angeles, California.
Photographs: taken by author.
03.Sketches by author based on
diagrams from Bruno Zevi
04. Algorithmicdesign diagram
(algorithmicdesign.net)
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As KieranTimberlake maintain, “some materials such as metals, can be rolled or extruded to
change plane but others such as wood cannot be folded without ripping the structure of the material
apart. In masonry walls stone quoins at the corners where walls join are a form of dovetail joint with
the interlocking laps conceptually similar to the wooden dovetail common in handcrafted furniture.
By contrast in the pressure-equalized wall the right angle joint is a stopped lap that has air space at
the corner revealing the stratification of materials to be a new form of joining at changes in plane.” 27

TECTONICS
MATERIALITY:
THE MAKING OF THE CORNER

MATERIALITY is an important element in the making of
corners. What is the relationship of specific and/or formal
materials to corners? This investigation will examine existing
corners made of either stone, masonry, concrete, wood, steel,
metal, glass and plastic to form connections between its
physical make up and its configuration. This study focuses on
typical corner materials, it is not intended to map all possible
materials that corners can be made of nor does it claim that
such relationships are true for all corners. Using catergorical
classifications of corner types it is evident that certain corner
types typically or only occur in one material/a combination of
materials.

27. Stephan Kieran and
James Timberlake. Manual
: the architecture of KieranTimberlake. (New York:
Princeton Architectural
Press, 2002). 51.
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MATERIAL
DETAILS AT THE

CORNER

MODULAR
(brick)

PLANAR

(plywood, sheet metal)

MONOLITHIC

VOLUMETRIC

STEREOTOMIC

SUPPORTED BY
SECONDARY
MATERIAL

MASKED

ACUTE

VOID

OPENED

WOOD

CLIPPED

INTERLOCKING

REENTRANT

CONCRETE

REVEALED

SLIPPING

RECESSED

MASONRY

MITERED

Plastic Corner detail redrawn
by author from:
Victoria Ballard Bell and
Patrick Rand. Materials for
Design. (New York: Princeton
Architectural Press, 2006),
244-249.
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ADDITIVE

Masonry, Concrete, Wood and
Metal corner details redrawn
by author from :
Gail Peter Borden. Material
Precedents: The Typology of
Modern Tectonics. (Hoboken:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
2010), 1-273.

CLOSED

STONE

MATERIAL DETAILS
AT CORNERS:
(from top to bottom)

STONE

01. Temple Columns
02. Renaissance Palazzo Cortile (typical)

MASONRY

01.Exeter Library Louis Kahn, Exeter,
New Hampshire, 1967-1972
02.Barcelona Pavilion, Mies van der
Rohe, Barceolona, Spain, 1928-9
03.Dominus Winery, Herzog & De
Meuron, Yountville, California, 1996-8

CONCRETE

01. Church on the Water, Tadao Ando,
Hokkaido, Japan , 1985-1988
02.Kimbell Art Musuem, Louis Kahn,
Fort Worth Texas, 1972
03. Lovell Beach House, R.M. Schindler,
Orange County, Claifornia, 1922

WOOD

STEEL

METAL

GLASS

PLASTIC

01.Chapel of St. Benedict, Peter
Zumthor, Sumvitg Switzerland, 1987
02.Middleton Inn, Clark and Menefee,
Charleston, SC 1985

STEEL

01. Farnsworth House, Mies van der
Rohe, Chicago, Illinois, 1945-51

IMPLIED

REINFORCED

WRAPPED

TRANSPARENT

OBSTUSE

MISALIGNED

SEAMLESS

CHAMFERED

SPLIT

SOLID

ROTATED

INTERPENETRATED

DISLODGED

DEFORMED

METAL

01.Walt Disney Concert Hal, Los
Angeles, California, Frank Ghery, 2003
02.Eames House, Charles and Ray
Eames, Pacific Palisades, California,
1945-1949

GLASS

01 & 02. Maison de Verre, Pierre
Chareau, Paris France, 1928-32

PLASTIC

01. Arauco Express, Felipe Assadi,
Santiago, Chile, (Multi-wall
Polycarbonate sheet)
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SPATIAL AND
SOCIAL EFFECTS
THE CORNER:
IN OTHER CREATIVE
SPATIAL DISCIPLINES

USEFUL LESSONS on the corner extend from actual work
and theorization of art and related disciplines, particularly
throughout the 1960’s with the emergence of Minimalism.
Minimalist Art and Sculpture exploited the corner as a
symbolically charged space. Activation, diffusion and
spatial ambiguity were achieved by artists who primarily
utilized the corner for its ability to influence perception.
Minimalism focused on how the viewer experienced art work
with his or her body and how the viewer’s perception of art
and space changed as he or she moved through space.

Diagram drawn by author.
Robert Morris’ L-Beams
and its relationship
between perception and
one’s movement of space.
34

Georges Braque, Still Life Relief (1914)

Kurt Schwitters Merzbau (1923-37)

James Turell, Corner Projections (1960’s)

Braque’s paper and cardboard relief depicted a
bottle, glasses and a newspaper set on top of a
triangular tabletop fitted into a corner. The corner
created a duality for the fictional still life and real
studio as it made the still life part of the studio
and the actual corner part of the still life. The
relief appeared to imitate a drawing done in
one-point perspective, where all parallel lines
converge at a single vanishing point because of
the intersecting edges of the tabletop and wall.
This exploration illustrates the emphasis on the
corner and the perspectival approach.28

A continuous architectural/sculptural
project in which the poet and visual
artist Kurt Schwitters, altered interior
spaces. He built these constructions
into his residences by incorporating
the rooms within his sculpture. The
angled surfaces and protrusions
manifested spatial and formal
conditions related to the corner in
addition to interiorizing spatial
conditions the corner typically would
generate as external effects.29

During the 1960’s James Turell created a
series of “corner projection” pieces that
created an optical illusion in the room’s corner
by aiming the light from a slide projector
through a template. In pieces such as
“Afrum-Proto” the floating projection changes
depending upon the viewer’s position in space,
with the optimal moment insinuating a
colored-cube.30 Turell uses a combination of
light, darkness, perception and situation to
impact perception. The projections appear as
a mass but are only light.
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relationship
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Morris’s Corner
Piece closed off
the intersection of
walls and floor with
a triangular plane
of gray plywood.
The occupancy of
space, access to it
or denial is
emphasized by the
piece.32

DOMINANT
DOCILE

corner

intersecting edges

Robert Morris,
Corner Piece (1964)

CORNER

SPATIAL EFFECT
SOCIAL EFFECT
28. Pepe Karmel. “Art Review; The Corner as Trap, Symbol,
Vanishing Point, History Lesson.” (The New York Times, July 21,
1995).
29. Albanelli, Michelle. "Günter Bock Prize 2008." Städelschule.
http://www.staedelschule.de/architecture/michele_albanelli.html.

34. David Zwirner. 6 Works, 6 Rooms: Dan Flavin, On Kawara,
Sol LeWitt, John McCracken, Fred Sandback, and Richard
Serra. (New York: David Zwirner Gallery, 2009).

30. PBS. Art in the Twenty-First Century: James Turell. (New York:
Art21, Inc., 2001).

35. The Museum of Modern Arts. MoMA Highlights:Corner
Mirror with Coral. (New York: The Museum of Modern Art,
revised 2004, originally published 1999), 270.

31. Christopher K. Ho. “Dan Flavin’s Corner Square: Before and
after the Mast.” (PAJ: A Journal of Performance and Art 26, no. 3
2004), 35-44.
32. Tucker, Marcia. Robert Morris. New York: Praeger
Publications for the Whitney Museum of American Art, 1970.
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During the period of Russian
Constructivism, Vladimir
Tatlin assembled a
“Corner-Counter Relief” of
abstract metal shapes. The
wall against which the
elements were assembled
became a central component
to thesculpture. Essentially,
Tatlin created a composition
of points, lines and planes.

36.Anthony Vidler. “Glen Seator (Interview, Sculpture).”
(Brooklyn: BOMB Magazine, June 2002), 1-14.
37. Karen Kelly. Knots and Surfaces: Diana Thater. (New York:
Dia Center for the Arts, 2002).

Irving Penn, Marcel Duchamp, (1948)

Vladimir Tatlin,
Corner-Counter Relief (1915)

33. Rothkopf, Scott. Singular Visions: Robert Morris, Untitled
(L-Beams), 1965. Online Video. New York: Whitney Museum
of American Art.

20

22

Irving Penn used the corner
as a deliberate strategy in his
photography through his
corner series of celebrities in
a corner. Penn situated his
subjects in the confines of an
acute corner, and each subject
responded to the spatial
compression differently some
controlling the power
configuration and others
falling subservient to it.

corner

p
sp
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Robert Morris, Untitled “L Beams (1965)

Robert Smithson, Corner Mirror with Coral (1969)

Glenn Seator, Three Corners (2001)

Morris created large, repetitive geometric forms devoid of
figuration. This forced the viewer to consider the
arrangement and scale of the forms and how perception is
shifted as bodies move around the art piece. The three
physically identical L beams were each positioned in a
different way as to show all possible orientations: on
points, lying down and standing up. Morris explored the
relationship of forms to one another and asked the viewer
questions such as: what it means to see how an object
changes if looked at from different positions, how one
relates to the world physically, how one experiences an
object in space and how the object makes the viewer feel.33

Smithson uses three mirrors in a corner to create a defined
yet indefinable structure. Not only does what each mirror
show change from different angles but so too does the art
itself. Each mirror reflects the space around it and
multiplies the reflections in other mirrors. The mirrors
make three sides of a cube and at the angle where the
mirrors meet, Smithson places pieces of coral which appear
to float in mid-air depending upon one’s relationship in
space to the piece. Both the viewer’s body and the
surrounding space are fragmented. Smithson exploits the
illusive opportunities of the corner in three-dimensional
space, using the mirror as a concept and an abstraction.35

Glenn Seator replicated architecture forms of
existing situations, such as offices and
facades. Lifted out of context, the pieces
challenge the specificity of site,
transportability and the boundary between
art and architecture. The lack of context
produces a sense of dislocation and
emphasizes the experience of the situation.
Seator claims that we, “are always in a sense
at the mercy of the room that contains us”
and thus the is what fundamentally signifies
and constructs a room. 36
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Dan Flavin’s, Untitled corner
pieces (1963)
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Dan Flavin produces illuminated
installations of commercial light
fixtures, notably standing lights in
corners or hanging them off of a wall
to create “Corner pieces,” “Barriers,”
or “Corridors.” The produced effect is
for the centerline to move with the
movement of the viewer.31 The light
cast by the fluorescent tube in Flavin’s
corner pieces changes in relationship
to the viewer’s position in space.

(IN)DETERMINACY
corner BOUNDARY

cor ner

Richard Serra, Corner Prop Pieces (1969-70)

28

Richard Serra’s Corner Prop pieces deal
more explicitly with materiality and
tectonics than spatial relationships. Serra
employs the corner as a structural support
to prop a suspended heavy lead cube
against the corner with a lead pole. Serra
essentially does not use permanent joints
but rather relies on gravity, balance and
equilibrium. This prop piece is part of
Serra’s series of representing transitive
verbs by creating physical manifestations
of a defined procedure (prop, lift, etc.) 34

Vito Acconci, Storefront for Art and
Architecture, New York, 1992

30

Acconci renovated the Storefront for
Art and Architecture in New York with
Steven Holl. The façade sits on the
corner of a block that marks the
intersection of three neighborhoods:
Chinatown, Little Italy and SOHO.
Using a hybrid materiality, the façade
is configured similar to a puzzle with
hinged panels that when open create
an urban porosity between the gallery
and public.

Diana Thater, Knots + Surfaces (2001-02)

31

Diana Thater’s year long exhibition, Knots+
Surfaces at Dia Center for the Arts (January
2001-2002) was a charting of multi-dimensional space. A large-scale multi-projection
video installation interacted with the gallery’s
open space to create a didactic environment
replete with layered projections. While
Thater’s work was a reference to a
mathematical hypothesis that compared a
six-dimensional spatial model to a map of a
honeybees dance, the work explores a
37
multitude of spatial intersections and edges.
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SCALE
A TAXONOMY OF
CORNER TYPES:

CORNER TYPES AT DIFFERENT SCALES

Taxonomy drawn and diagrammed by author.

THE TAXONOMY of corner types
investigates the relationship between
corners at different scales as the
corner is a scaleable condition from
the urban to the formal. While
architectural examples are given for
each corner type in the taxonomy, that
is not to say that each instance of the
categorized corner type can and or
should operate as its given example
does. The purpose of the taxonomy
is to classify two-dimensional and
three-dimensional representation of
corners as well as examine the spatial

effects, social implications,
materiality and relationships
between spaces for each corner
type. The degree of corner definition
at different scales can affect the
perceived definition of space and
establish relationships with corners
at different scales through both
continuities and differences.
Formal and scalar classifications
were derived from the taxonomy’s
categorical designation of corner
types.
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CLOSED
Villa Capra, “La Rotunda”
Palladio 1570
Vincenza, Italy

FORM:
Solid joint between two edges
SIGNIFIES: Mass and volume
PROGRAM: Office - Residential - Institutional - Education - Civic
ORGANIZATION

SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

DETAIL

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

TECTONIC
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RECESSED
Exeter Library
Louis Kahn, 1967-72
Exeter, New Hampshire

FORM:
A break in continuous edge that sets back connection
SIGNIFIES: Secret space and a series of edges
PROGRAM: Museum - Mixed Use - Library
ORGANIZATION

DETAIL

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

TECTONIC
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SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

SLIPPING
Brick Country House
Mies van der Rohe, 1925
unbuilt

FORM:
Eludes fastening
SIGNIFIES: Planar form
PROGRAM: Cultural - Institutional - Musuem
ORGANIZATION

SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

DETAIL

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

TECTONIC
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REENTRANT
Alumni Memmorial Hall, IIT
Mies van der Rohe, 1946
Chicago, Illinois

FORM:

Wraps around itself creating an inside corner flanked by two outside
corners; defines an interior or exterior condition
SIGNIFIES: Planar form, edges and volume of space
PROGRAM: Cultural - Institutional - Museum - Preservation
SPATIAL
ORGANIZATION
RELATIONSHIPS

DETAIL

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

TECTONIC
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MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

INTERLOCKING
Log Cabin
1770
Valley, Forge

FORM:
Joined through overlapping connections
SIGNIFIES: Solid form and detailed connection
PROGRAM: Infastructure
ORGANIZATION

SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

DETAIL

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

TECTONIC
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CLIPPED
Ildefons Cerdà’s urban plan
for Barcelona, Spain
1885

FORM:
Truncated joint between two planes
SIGNIFIES: Volumetric void and mass
PROGRAM: Masterplan - Urban - Library
ORGANIZATION

DETAIL

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

TECTONIC
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SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

OPENED
Rietveld Schröder House
Gerrit Rietveld, 1924
Utrecht, Netherlands

FORM:
Volume of space defines surface connection
SIGNIFIES: Implied jointure, volume of space
PROGRAM: Cultural - Mixed Use - Residential
ORGANIZATION

SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

DETAIL

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

TECTONIC
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ACUTE
Galician Centre of Contemporary Art
Alvaro Siza, 1993
Santiago de Compostela, Spain

FORM:
Sharp angle that defines space
SIGNIFIES: Angled or deformed volume
PROGRAM: Cultural - Music - Retail
ORGANIZATION

DETAIL

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

TECTONIC
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SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

DEFORMED
Casa da Musica
OMA, 2005
Portugal, Porto

FORM:
Organic or irregular intersection of planes
SIGNIFIES: Dynamic volume and edge
PROGRAM: Cultural - Mixed Use - Retail
ORGANIZATION

SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

DETAIL

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

TECTONIC
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MASKED
Vana Venturi (Mother’s) House
Robert Venturi, 1962
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

FORM:
Intersection of planes concealed
SIGNIFIES: Implied corner
PROGRAM: Residential - Institutional - Commercial
ORGANIZATION

DETAIL

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

TECTONIC
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SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

VOID
Farnsworth House
Mies van der Rohe, 1951
Chicago, Illinois

FORM:
Denies articulation of edge
SIGNIFIES: Rhetorical device and edgelessness
PROGRAM: Residential - Commercial
ORGANIZATION

SPATIAL
RELATIONSHIPS

MATERIAL
SPECIFICITY

EFFECTS

DETAIL

ARCHITECTURAL
SCALE

INDIVIDUAL
ROOM SCALE
(PROGRAMMATIC)

URBAN

TECTONIC
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FORM
FORMAL
INVESTIGATIONS

OF THE CORNER REMOVED FROM SCALE

All models produced and photographed by author.

THE CATEGORICAL designations of
corner types developed from the
taxonomy become a way to relate
corners at a range of scales, from the
urban to the joint . To compare the
corners formally, a series of physical
models equalize existing corner
conditions at various scales were
made: the urban, formal, programmatic, tectonic and detail. These models
free each corner from scale; either
enlarging or reducing the scale of each
isolated corner condition to generate a
discourse of relationships between

the corners, represented at comparable size. The intent is to compare
the strategy/lessons from these
corners, to develop my own corner
conditions at these scales for a new
Boston City Hall and Plaza design
(working in reference to, opposite
from, etc.).
Each chosen corner configuration
is further explored in a case study
to see how scale relates to the
overall intention/strategy of the
corner. Materiality, size and form
(section, etc.) are also considered.
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interior

detail

tectonic

programatic

formal

urban

exterior

REDUCED
from Urban Condition:

Ildefons Cerdà’s Barcelona plan

CLIPPED CORNER:
Orients access by celebrating mass and volume
Acts as a reference to articulate movement and
encourage collective usage of space

CONTINUITIES:

DIFFERENTIATIONS:

MITERED CORNER:
Similar to the mitered
corner, the clipped corner
emphasizes volume,
spatial passages and aims
to direct movement (if
somewhat discreetly).

CORNER AS JOINT:
(CLOSED)

The clipped corner
preferences a frontal
approach by leaving the
edge undefined. Unlike the
clipped corner which
operates as a space
definer, the closed corner
joint emphasizes a
diagonal approach in
addition to the definition
of an edge condition.
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ENLARGED

from Formal Condition:

Clark & Menefee’s Middleton Inn

REENTRANT CORNER:
Defined frame exudes privacy and orientation
as well as interior and exterior definition

CONTINUITIES:

DIFFERENTIATIONS:
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ADDIVTIVE CORNER:
Both articulate a defined
boundary and repetitive
architectonic condition
utilizing the corner. The
reentrant corner defines
boundaries through
overlapping “L”s and in
this instance the additive
corner defines boundary
through exposed I-beams
(structure).

MITERED CORNER:
The mitered corner
interlocks planes to mask
intersections at the corner
and in turn be perceived as
a secondary spatial condition. This is unlike the
reentrant corner which
wraps on itself to
articulate a clearly defined
interior or exterior space.
This formal deliberately
employs the corner to
segregate space.

REDUCED
from Programmatic Condition:
Koolhaas/OMA’s Kunsthal, Rotterdam

MITERED CORNER:
The corner’s intrinsic connection creates a wrapper that promotes
social inclusivity, publicness and indeterminacy of use

CONTINUITIES:

CORNER AS JOINT:
(CLOSED)

While the corners appear
to be at odds with each
other both use a distinct
corner assembly that
details the joining of the
corner: the mitered
corner manifests the
corner as a surface and
the joint manifests the
corner as a frame.

DIFFERENTIATIONS:

ADDITIVE CORNER:
The mitered corner
conceals the jointure of
the corner, interlocking
materials together and
implying material thickness. The concealment
of the corner creates a
seamless interior connection whereas the additive
corner accentuates rigid
definition by articulating a
clearly defined structure at
the corner.
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REDUCED
from Tectonic Condition:
Mies van der Rohe’s
Alumni Memorial Hall, IIT

ADDITIVE CORNER:
Exoskeletal corner with revealed structure on exterior
Creates condition that is simultaneously public and private

CONTINUITIES:

CORNER AS JOINT:
(CLOSED)

Both corners outwardly
express the jointure of the
corner and connection to
additional planes in space.

DIFFERENTIATIONS:
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REENTRANT CORNER:
The reentrant corner acts
as a continuous enclosure
wrapping the edge while
the additive corner
contradicts a continuous
spatial definition as its
structural elements
augments its form.

ENLARGED
from Detail Condition:
Carlo Scarpa’s Museo
Canoviano, Possagno

CORNER JOINT:
Details a defined closed corner with the ability
to transition the connection of space

CONTINUITIES:

CLIPPED CORNER:
The clipped corner
operates as a background
corner-it is not a stand
alone condition. Similarly
the corner as joint depends
on additional material to
purposely operate as a
definer of space.

DIFFERENTIATIONS:

REENTRANT CORNER:
The reentrant corner
acts as a continuous
enclosure wrapping the
edge while the additive
corner contradicts a
continuous spatial
definition as its
structural elements
augments its form.
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FORMAL AND
SCALAR
RELATIONSHIPS

CLIPPED
URBAN

REENTRANT
FORMAL

MITERED

PROGRAMMATIC

ADDITIVE
TECTONIC

JOINT
DETAIL

NEUTRALIZED
Corner Conditions:
CONTINUITIES:
DIFFERENTIATIONS:
Diagram drawn by author.
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INTENT

EFFECT

Optimize transporation
and traffic control
Increase green space
and daylighting

Encourages participation
and collectivity
Non-deterministic inhabitation

Framed engagement
Visual Connections

Clearly defines public and
private space and determinacy
of use

Continuous circulation
armature

Social inclusivity and
indeterminacy of use
Emphasizes collectivity

Expresses tectonic
conditions
Reinforces campus
grid

Stable spatial condition
encourages particpatory
configuration

Interpenetrate indirect
lighting onto plaster casts
Formal manipulation of
transparent membrane

Orients/Disorients cognition of
space
Unstable perception of space

When comparing the formal and scalar relationships to the relationships of intentions and effects
of corner types, the categorical corner types had
continuities and differentiations that related to other
categories or effects than found in the formal and
scalar relationship study. This result shows that the
corner is an architectonic system which can share
characteristics across scales but the architecturalizing of the corner embodies a system which cannot
be rigidly define as it is derived from its spatial,
social and politicized relationships.
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ARCHITECTONIC
SYSTEM
CORNER STRATEGIES IN

CASE STUDIES

AS THE FORMAL and scalar
investigations established the corner
as an architectonic system a series of
five case studies will investigate the
corner holistically. Case studies of
each one of the five modeled corners in
the formal investigation will analyze the
five distinguished scales: urban, formal, programmatic, tectonic and detail
both as individual projects and within
the projects themselves. In addition
the studies will examine corner strategies and the spatial role of the corner in terms of context, organization,
sequence, program and circulation.
These investigations will map onto the
extent and nature of social conditions

effected by the corner.
The examination of architects who
have utilized a corner condition as
an intentional architectural strategy
at these scales will include but is
not limited to Ildefons Cerdà, Clark
and Menefee, Rem Koolhaas, Mies
van der Rohe and Carlo Scarpa.
CASE STUDIES:
Urban: Ildefons Cerdà’s plan for Barcelona
Formal: Clark & Menefee’s Middleton Inn
Programmatic: Koolhaas/OMA’s Kunsthal
Tectonic: Mies’ Alumni Memorial Hall, IIT
Detail: Scarpa’s Museo Canoviano,
Possagno
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PROGRAM/TYPE

urban extension plan for Barcelona

SITE

Extension to north and east areas of Barcelona

CORNER AS
ARCHITECTONIC SYSTEM:
CONFIGURATION:
truncated corner, background corner

SCALE (S):
urban

MATERIALITY:
green spaces, wide avenues, city blocks

SPATIAL CONDITION:
-Clipped corners create implied figure
-Not a stand alone corner condition, relient on
set of two or more chamfered corners
-Corner oriented diagonal to cardinal points

SOCIAL CONDITION:
-Varied, non-deterministic inhabitation
-Space definer that orients public
-Encourage participation and collectivity
between private, semi-private and public spaces

INTENTION:
-Optimize transportation and control traffic
Improve day lighting and increase green space
Image collaged by author:
CCCB map with underlay: GoogleMaps

Eixample, Ildefons Cerdà
urban extension plan for Barcelona, Spain 1859

ILDEFONS CERDÀ designed Barcelona’s
Eixample or “Extension” plan for Barcelona
in 1859, connecting the old city or Gothic
quarter, Ciutat Vella, with Barcelona’s surrounding smaller towns. Cerdà designed
the Exiample following a grid pattern with
chamfered corners on each city block. The
intention behind these truncated corners
was to optimize transportation, green
space and natural daylight within the city.
By clipping the corners of each city block,
the corner became a device for traffic control, where wider avenues enhanced pedestrian accommodation, movement of traffic
and allocated additional space for horsedrawn carriages to easily make turns.
The configuration of the chamfered
corner extends views around the block

as one turns the corner extending the
perception of space and establishing
spatial order. The social implications
of this corner condition target multiple
scales as Cerdà’s plan sought for green
space within the truncated city blocks to
encourage participation and collectivity
between private, semi-private and public
spaces. The clipped corners also improve
solar access, as Cerdà oriented the grid
and street layout diagonal to the cardinal
points to optimize apartment access to
day lighting and street access to shade
during the day. The implementation of
a corner tactic at the urban scale of the
Eixample can help to inform how Boston
City Hall and its Plaza can and should
deploy the corner.
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CLIPPED CORNER
configuration

clipped,
truncated corner

SPATIAL + SOCIAL
EFFECTS
Traffic control: wider
avenues for collectivity and
public space
directs transportation
creates green space

diagrams drawn by author based
on Cerdà’s Eixample plan and
envisioned development.
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clipped city
block corners

implied figure

spatial condition reliant on
two or more clipped corners

20m
16m

orientation and effect

20m

N
INTENTION
Strategic orientation of
clipped corner diagonal to
cardinal points to improve
day lighting and increase
green space

diagrams drawn by author
using GoogleMaps Image of
Barcelona as underlay.
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spatial order

typical city block perspective
(closed corner)

SPATIAL EFFECT
degree of corner
definition affects
orientation and
access

diagrams drawn by author
based on the Centre de

Cultura Contemporana de
Barcelona’s exhibition ‘Cerdà I
La Barcelona Del Futur: Realitat
Versus Projecte, Exposixio al
CCCB, DEL 20.10.09 al 28.02.10
documentation
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increased perception/visibility
with clipped corner

degree of definition
1859

truncated city blocks to improve
participation and collectivity between
private, semi-private and public spaces.

1891

1860

Private/ Semi-Public
Public

1924

1976

1976

The city blocks
or ‘manzanas’
have densified
over time but
the clipped
corner has
remained a
definer/orchestrator of space
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PROGRAM/TYPE

Inn (Housing) with guestrooms, bathrooms ,
dressing rooms and terrace

SITE

Adjacent to Middleton Place on a bluff
overlooking the Ashley River and its
marshlands. An early phosphate mining
operation left terraces cut into the bulff and the
“L” form of the inn is sited along the L-shaped
embankment of the uppermost terrace; defining
the inn as a boundary between the forest and
water

CORNER AS
ARCHITECTONIC SYSTEM:
CONFIGURATION:
Closed, reentrant corner; series of nested corners,
overlapping “L” shapes at multiple scales

SCALE (S): Formal
Site scale, Architectural Scale, Individual room
scale and detail

MATERIALITY:
Wood, concrete, glass and glass block, stucco,
masonry (piers)

Bathroom/Dressing Room: grey marble, white tile, stucco,
glass
Bedrooms: oak flooring, cypress paneling, pine shutters,
glass walls

SPATIAL CONDITION:
-Expresses full corner of interior and exterior
conditions
-Corner acts as a frame that signifies edge and
as an enclosure that signifies contained space
-Preferences the reentrant corner

SOCIAL CONDITION:
Defines boundaries of social inclusivity/exclusivity, privateness and determinacy of use

INTENTION:
-Framed engagement
-Viewed disconnection (diagonally)
Image collaged by author:
Sketch on trace over GoogleMaps image underlay.

Middleton Inn,
Clark and Menefee
Charleston, South Carolina 1986

38. Jensen. Clark and Menefee, 25.
39. Ibid, 27.

IN CLARK and Menefee’s Middleton
Inn the constructed corner is a deliberate
strategy. Organizationally the building
consists of a series of nested corners,
overlapping “L” shapes. The overall “L”
configuration not only emphasizes the
site’s edge but preferences the reentrant
corner. This project emphasizes Clark and
Menefee’s architectural syntax of defining
the corner by marking the inner angle of
either an interior or exterior spatial
condition.38 In expressing the full corner,
the corner becomes a frame that signifies
the contained space.

Middleton Inn is a useful case study
on the corner for its use of materiality,
full corner expression, and tectonic expansion on the corner through fame and
enclosure.39 This precise corner representation distinguishes place and time-an aspect essential for Boston City Hall, where
the city is deeply rooted in historical and
democratic contexts.
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REENTRANT CORNER
nested overlapping “L”s

right to left:
01.“L”s at various
scales
02. Axon of parti
and L configuration

SPATIAL EFFECT:
Series of overlapping
“L”s at multiple scales
to define boundary of
space
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diagrams drawn by
author using working
Drawings of Middleton
Inn, Clark and Menefee,
Syracuse University.

SPATIAL +SOCAL
EFFECT:
Reentrant Corner
marks contained
space distinguishing
private and public
space
Sketches on trace by
author.
diagrams drawn by
author using working
Drawings of Middleton Inn, Syracuse
University.
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Multiple scales

DETAIL of
Constructed Corner:
Corner Jamb at NE
window.
Wooden frame of
corner wraps room
and signifies contained
space, illustrated by
perspective sketch.

PLAN SECTION OF
CANTED WINDOW IN
GUEST BATHROOM:
articulates the reentrant
corner in the
y-axis, emphasizing the
corner as a delibrate
strategy
diagrams drawn by
author using working
Drawings of Middleton
Inn, Clark and Menefee,
Syracuse University.
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PLAN SECTION OF
WOOD/MASONRY AT
CORNER:
Plan Section of wood/
Masonry shows the
material relationship of
wood and masonry at
the corner

PLAN SECTION OF
WINDOW AT PIER AND
WOODEN CABIN:
Illustrates a reentrant
corner at a larger scale
than the typical detail
of the wooden cabin.
This corner wraps the
exterior serving to act
as as an enclosure
diagrams drawn by
author using working
Drawings of Middleton
Inn, Clark and Menefee,
Syracuse University.
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PROGRAM/TYPE

Museum for temporary exhibitions (7000 m2)

SITE

60m x 60m site on dyke embankment
Westzedijk located between highway and edge
of Museumpark in Rotterdam, sits adjacent to
Nature Museum, crossed by secondary road and
pedestrian ramp

CORNER AS
ARCHITECTONIC SYSTEM:
CONFIGURATION:
Mitered Corner, Interlocking, Seamless joints

SCALE (S): Programmatic
Architectural Scale, Individual Room Scale
(continuous circulation), material detail

MATERIALITY:
Travertine, tarred concrete, glass
Contrasting materials (cheap, elegant, expensive, common)
juxtaposed and spliced together

SPATIAL CONDITION:
-Corners define programmatic configuration/
organization for flexible space experienced as
continuous circuit with “no turns”

SOCIAL CONDITION:
-Promotes social inclusivity and indeterminacy
of use
-Emphasizes collectivity through stable spatial
order

INTENTION:
-Corner as tactic to define circulation armature
-Reveals, frames and distorts space for varied
spatial experience
Image collaged by author:
Koolhaas/OMA Musueumpark plan with underlay: GoogleMaps

“The detailing in the Kunsthal is a mode of detailing that frees the attention for other
aspects such as the way the ground is read, the sensing of abstractions, of transparency
and translucency, of concrete and of the conditions themselves. The sensing of a whole
instead of all that fixation on the joins and the encounters.”40 -Rem Koolhaas

Kunsthal,
Rem Koolhaas/OMA
Rotterdam, Netherlands, 1992

40. Ford, The Architectural Detail, 41.

IN REM Koolhaas/OMA’s Kunsthal, the corner strategy affects the perceived notion of
space by promoting social inclusivity and
indeterminacy of use through its seamless
connections. A square divided into four parts,
the Kunsthal houses exhibition spaces to be
used either jointly or separately, galleries,
an auditorium and restaurant. The Kunsthal
does not have a permanent collection and
is bi-sected by two separate routes-a road
running east-west and a public ramp running
north-south, creating four autonomous parts.
These four separate parts represent the
Kunsthal’s ability to accommodate a multiplicity of exhibits and events either collectively or individually. At each corner in the Kunsthal, the corners are mitered, seamlessly

joining materials and consequently representing the building’s flexibility. Koolhaas interlocks the materials around the
corner, giving an implied thickness to the
return surface, juxtaposing the materials
similar to the interior juxtaposition of
program which overlaps and intersects
other spaces.
The mitered corner reveals, frames and
distorts space creating a varied spatial
experience for each visitor. Koolhaas intended for the corner tactic to enable this
programmatic condition. The emphasis
on material specificity, spatial circulation
and program is manifested in the corner
strategy, a useful lesson for how the corner can operate in multiple ways within a
city hall.
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MITERED CORNER
circulation armature
TECTONICS:
Delibrate juxtaposition
of material at the corner
Sketches on trace done
by author.
Corner details drawn
by author based on
Kunsthal working drawings, Koolhaas/OMA,
Syracuse University.

South Corner
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West Corner

North Corner

East Corner

Programmatic organization

2

2

1

4

3
5

4

6

5

1

6

3

7

8

8

7

FLOOR PLAN
1 BAR
2 RESTAURANT
3 ENTRY HALL
FLOOR PLAN
BAR

4 AUDITORIUM

RESTAURANT
5 HALL 1
ENTRY HALL
6 GALLERY
AUDITORIUM
7 VIP ROOM /PRINT SHOP
HALL 1
8 STAFF ENTRANCE
GALLERY
VIP ROOM /PRINT SHOP
STAFF ENTRANCE

SPATIAL ORGANIZATION:
Continuous circulation sequence is configured around
the four corners,manifested
from the intersection of the
road and ramp.
Program overlaps and
intersects other spaces
Sketches on trace by author.
Drawings drawn by author
based on Kunsthal working
drawings, Koolhaas/OMA,
Syracuse University.
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ARCHITECTONIC
SYSTEM:
Corners organize
program, spatial
sequence and tectonically represent
overal spatial idea
Sketches on trace
done by author.
Drawings by
author based on
Kunsthal working
drawings, Koolhaas/OMA, Syracuse University.
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material juxtaposition

JOINING THE CORNER:
Koolhaas gives an implied
thickness to the return surface juxtaposing materials
similar to the juxtaposition
of program which overlaps
and intersects spaces
Sketch on trace by author.
Drawings drawn by author
based on Kunsthal working
drawings, Koolhaas/OMA,
Syracuse University.
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CIRCULATION: CONTINUOUS CIRCUIT

DIKE

83

RAMP
OUTSIDE

MAIN
ENTRANCE

RIUM

HALL 1

O
AUDIT

RESTAURA
NT
ENTRANCE

PARK

RESTAURANT

HALL 2
HALL 1

ROOF

HALL 3

AUDITORIUM

DIKE
PARK

ROAD

GALLERY

SPATIAL + SOCIAL EFFECT:
The mitered corner reveals, frames
and distorts space as one circulates
through the building. The juxtaposed
materiality indicates this seamless
transition from one space to the other.
Sketches on trace by author.
based on Kunsthal working drawings,
Koolhaas/OMA, Syracuse University.
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PROGRAM/TYPE

Education: College of Architecture at IIT, with
column free-open plan (120’x220’ main floor)

SITE

Illinois Institute of Technology, master plan by
Mies based on a 24’ x 24’ grid
Koolhaas McCormick Tribune Student Center
on campus creates dialogue with Mies’ Crown Hall on
solving corner problem

CORNER AS
ARCHITECTONIC SYSTEM:
CONFIGURATION:
Additive, Reentrant, Revealed Corner

SCALE (S): Tectonic
Urban (Campus Plan), Architectural Scale,
Structural Module

MATERIALITY:
steel, glass

SPATIAL CONDITION:
-Presence of campus grid in absence of defined
corner (revealed corner condition)
-Additive corner defines space through tectonic
articulation

SOCIAL CONDITION:
-Promotes interior collectivity and publicness
-Stable spatial order encourages participatory
configuration, adaptability

INTENTION:
Exposed steel frame denotes structural,
constructional and material condition
Image collaged by author:
underlay: GoogleMaps

“At IIT, the absent columns at the corners of the object-buildings present the
nonpresence of Mies’ grid as a continuum of virtual building…the voided L of the corner
column cannot be read as an attempt at dematerialization but rather is a virtual grid
literally present in its absence.”41 -Peter Eisenman

Crown Hall,IIT
Mies van der Rohe
Illinois Institue of Technology Campus,
Chicago Illinois, 1956

41. Eisenman, Digital Scrambler, 107.

THE TECTONICS of turning the corner is
illustrated by Mies van der Rohe at the Illinois Institute of Technology Campus where
the corner expresses a structural, constructional, material and spatial condition. Mies
was commissioned to design the master
plan for the IIT Campus that he based on a
structural module of a 24’ by 24’ grid. This
module was delineated in steel and allocated
programs such as classrooms according to
the grid. The exterior corner of Crown Hall
expresses its steel structure following Mies
concept of “universal space” where the exterior wall is not only employed as skin but
illustrates the building’s clear span structure
where steel frame is used to hang the ceiling.
Expression of the exposed steel reframes the
structure with the ground and this tectonic
articulation has spatial implications.

Not all of the corners at Mies’ IIT
buildings are expressed for structural
reasons like Crown Hall. The exposed
steel frame at Alumni Memorial Hall for
instance, is wrapped in concrete fireproofing and then clad in steel to illustrate its
concealed structure. Though nonstructural, the corner still deploys tectonic
notions of the buildings construction.
The corner orchestrating space through
the construction and meeting of
materials is a device applicable to both
interior and exterior corner conditions of
Boston City Hall.
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ADDITIVE CORNER
structural expression

(left)
CORNER DIALOGUE:
Across the street from Crown
Hall, is Koolhaas’ McCormick
Tribune Center where he
also encounterd the corner
problem. Koolhaas’ corner
articulation is not as resolved
or as integrated as Mies’
exposed additive corner.

32

(right)
TECTONICS:
The structural grid of Mies’
campus design is signifed on
the exterior corner of Crown
Hall, which simultaneously
signifies the building’s steel
structure
Drawings by author based on
based on Crown Hall working
drawings, Mies van der Rohe,
Syracuse University.
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Treviso, Vento

PROGRAM/TYPE

Possagno

Museum:19th Century Canova Plaster Cast
Gallery Extension

SITE

Commune of Possagno in the Province of
Treviso in the Vento region of Italy
wooded hills, winding roads

CORNER AS
ARCHITECTONIC SYSTEM:
CONFIGURATION:
Corner as Joint, Transparent Corner

SCALE (S): Detail
Individual room scale, detail

MATERIALITY:
Glass, Steel member, Concrete

Juxtaposes fixed materiality with movement of natural
light

SPATIAL CONDITION:
-Formal manipulation joining three walls in glass
corner with structural member
-Phenomenally transparent membrane
intersected by light

SOCIAL CONDITION:
-Unstable perception of space (movement of
light) established hierarchy
-Orients/disorients cognition of space

INTENTION:
Use corner to interpenetrate indirect lighting
onto plaster casts
Image collaged by author:
with underlay: GoogleMaps

Museo Canova

Museo Canoviano
Extension,
Carlo Scarpa
Canova Plaster Cast Gallery, Possagno, Italy, 1957

42. Frascari, “The Tell-the-Tale-Detail,” 510.
43. Ibid, 510.

CARLO SCARPA employed the corner as
an architectonic system in his design for an
extension to the exisiting Museo Canoviano in
Possagno by having the corner operate as a
joint. Scarpa’s aim was to modify the typical
museum condition that expects background
walls of a collection of gypsum casts to be
tinted.42 By manipulating the corner Scarpa
inverted the typical opening in a wall condition
so that a transparent membrane of glass eliminates harsh inward penetrations of light-indirectly illuminating the surrounding walls and
softly lighting Canova’s original plaster casts.
The sun’s rays move within the cube as the
blue sky penetrates inward by means of the
corner joint.
Scarpa solves the corner problem though
the use of light and manifests his architectural intent by formal manipulation of the

corner. As Frascari notes, Scarpa “solves
it in a detail in the joint of three walls in
a corner made of glass.” Not only was
Scarpa’s clipping of the blue sky “ a formal
cause, but the result was the lighting of
the wall, the final cause.”43 The glass corner manifests the presence of a void and
juxtaposes fixed materiality of concrete,
steel, and glass with the fluid movement
of natural, indirect lighting. The resulting
shadows and diffusion of light influence
spatial conditions and establish hierarchy.
This architectural manifestation of the corner condition exemplifies the corner as a
tactic of spatial definition that shapes the
perception and cognition of space which
is pertinent to how the corner candeployed
in Boston City Hall to influence both public
and private spaces.
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All Drawings by author based on
documentation found in Judith Carmel-Arthur and Stefan Buzas. Carlo Scarpa:
Museo Canoviano, Possagno. Stuttgart/
London: Edition Axel Menges, 2002.
AllImages manipulated by author from
Judith Carmel-Arthur and Stefan Buzas.
Carlo Scarpa: Museo Canoviano, 2002.
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JOINT OF THREE WALLS IN
A CORNER MADE OF GLASS

3

5

4

1

2

6
1

FLOOR PLAN
1 ARCADE
2 ENTRANCE HALL
3 BASILICA
4 HIGH GALLERY
5 LONG GALLERY
6 FORMER STABLES

REFLECTED
CEILING PLAN
1 HIGH GALLERY

CROSS SECTION
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CORNER
JOINT
Formal
manipulation
results in the
lighting of the
wall without
directly lighting
the casts.
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CORNER AS JOINT:
Operating as a joint, the closed corner manifests
transparency which both orients and distorts space.
94

“

three walls joined by glass corner
44. Frascari, The-Tell-The-Tale-Detail, 113.
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I love a lot of…natural light:
I wanted to clip off the
blue of the sky. Then what
I wanted was an upper
glass recess…The glass
corner becomes a blue
block pushed up and inside
[the building], the light
illuminates all the four
walls. My bias for formal
solutions made me prefer
an absolute transparency.
Consequently I did not
want the corner of glass to
tie into a frame. It had
been a tour de force
because it was not possible
to obtain this idea of pure
transparency. When I
overlap the glasses I see
the corner anyway
especially if the glass is
thick. One may see the
reflection. Look, when I
saw the reflection I hated
myself. I did not think of
it. These are mistakes
which one makes in
thinking, acting, and
making, therefore [it] is
necessary to have a double
mind, a triple mind, the
mind like that of a robber,
a man who speculates, who
would like to rob a bank
and it is necessary to have
that which I call wit, an
attentive tension toward
understanding all that is
happening.
–Carlo Scarpa 44

”
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CORNER
SOCIAL

Explicit Corners
degree of definition can affect the
perceived definition of space
traditional room:
fully defined box

EFFECTS/
CHARACTERISTICS

Use of the Corner to Control the
Perceived Definition of Space

implied phenomenal
transparent space:
allows intersection or
overlap
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Spatial

Detail

Tectonic

Programmatic

Formal

Urban

SCALE

FORM

MATERIALITY

role/meaning of
corners impacted by:

ARCHITECTONIC SYSTEM

SOCIAL

Social effects/characteristics are
capable of being affected by the
corner as tactic of spatial defintion
CHARACTERISTICS:
social inclusivity - exclusivity
collectivity - individuality
publicness -privateness
determinacy -intederminacy of use
participatory configuration

INTENTIONS

SPATIAL

POLITICAL

MEANING

Corner Reflects a Range of Spatial Occupation
In the context of a civic institution the corner
becomes politicized

CIVIC

HOW TO DEPLOY THE

BODIES in space

POLITICIZES

CORNER
514,000 FT2

40%

*FT2 dependent
on city hall
design

EXISTING

PROPOSED CITY HALL 228,043 FT2

60%

PROPOSED PLAZA *417,000 FT2

Architectural Precedents?

INSTITUTION

228,043 FT2

36,781 FT2

44,138 FT2

147,125 FT2

PROPOSED

PROPOSED
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III SITE
BOSTON CITY
HALL AND PLAZA

BOSTON CITY HALL and plaza are
at the geographical heart of Downtown
Boston but fail to interface with the
public. The site as well as the building
Designing a new City Hall for Boston, Massachusetts has the opportunity to be approached
from all four sides and is where the
intersection of three major subway
lines, historic paths, buildings and
neighborhoods occur. This meeting
place has the potential to exploit the
multiple scales of the corner condition:
urban, formal, programmatic, tectonic
and the detail and use the corner as a
means to influence the spatiality of the
democratic process.

This thesis will encompass
designing a new City Hall and Plaza
for Boston, removing/replacing both

At present the
site is devoid of activity but
by manipulating the edges,
surfaces and intersections of
the site and new city hall via
the corner, the city center can
manifest its inherently
political nature and engage
public intimacy.

existing conditions.
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WHY A CIVIC INSTITUTION?

WHY BOSTON CITY HALL?

As a tactic of spatial definition, the
corner embodies an architectonic system that
both reflects and it’s reflected by the ranges of
spatial occupation that in the context of a civic
institution become politicized. Thus, because
the spatial dimensions of the corner can take
on political meaning through the manipulation
of space, the corner and/or edge becomes an
interface for those within city hall and the
public. While the role of the corner and its
social effects could be tested in number of
given programs, a civic institution politicizes
the social and spatial effects of the corner,
demonstrating its role in the orchestration of
space.

In today’s society, the relationship between architecture and
political behavior is largely undetected. Such is the case with
Boston, Massachusetts’ City Hall, where the brutalist structure
authoritates its monumentality but isolates itself from the
public. Boston’s existing City Hall deploys the corner in way
that physically, spatially and socially divides governmental
workers and the public. This separation creates missed
opportunities for public intimacy and engagement with the
democratic process, unfortunate for a city with such a strong
democratic history. The plaza can be approached from all four
Diagrams drawn by author.
corners, but despite this accessibility the building remains sold Existing corner conditions
and detached from its environment. As the corner is a scalar of Boston City Hall based on
Boston City Hall working
condition it can be used at multiple scales to create a new
drawings, Syracuse University.
functional city hall. The centrally located, open plaza allows
Photographs taken by author.
the corner condition to be exploited from each side.
(from top to bottom)
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01. City Hall as enclosed box
02. Exterior corner condition

417,000 sq. ft.

EXISTING CITY HALL AND PLAZA

REMOVE CITY HALL

REMOVE EXISTING
PLAZA PROGRAM

DESIGN NEW CITY HALL AND
PLAZA UTILIZING THE CORNER

WHY KNOCK DOWN THE EXISTING BUILDING?
The existing Boston City Hall was built during a period of Urban Renewal
in the Brutalist style. Such being the case it is an inpenetrable, introverted
volume that displays a dominant presence of government within the community but fails to be an accessible civic institution. Following the Brutalist
style, a closed corner is repeated throughout the existing design, deliberately
creating a physical and social divide. As the corner embodies an architectonic system, intervening to redesign corners of the existing condition would not
only limit the corner’s potential but skew its meaning as its given spatial condition is the antithesis of this thesis’ intent in utilizing the corner as a means
to create public intimacy between those within City Hall and the public.

Site Strategy Diagrams by author.
Photograph taken by author:
Existing Front facade of City Hall
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WHAT’S WRONG
WITH BOSTON
CITY HALL?

WHAT ARE SOME
WAYS A NEW CITY
HALL CAN
ALLEVIATE THESE
PROBLEMS VIA THE

CORNER?
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Diagrams drawn by author.
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SITE ANALYSIS:

Boston, Massachusetts

Boston Harbor

Site diagrams drawn by author:
(from right to left)
Boston, Massachusetts
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City Hall Plaza is located in the
center of Government Center
(spanning from Boston Common
to the North End).

Diagram drawn by author.
03. The plaza is surrounded by Congress Street and Cambridge Street, both arterial roads and is situated between Boston
Common and the Rose F. Kennedy Greenway. Potential physical and visual connections include Faneuil Hall, Quincy Market,
the State House, the Old State House, the Walk to the Sea, the Freedom Trail and the Rose F. Kennedy Greenway.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS:
Boston City Hall and Plaza

34
Commonwealth of
Massachusetts
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United States
Government

Boston
Redevelopment
Authority

Privately Owned:
Public Service
utility

Privately Owned

FOOT TRAFFIC: Along the edges

OWNERSHIP:

WIND PATTERN:

Most foot traffic occurs across the plaza from the Government
Center T Station to Faneuil Hall as a route to transportation and
other city destinations. A high number of pedestrians also walk
along Cambridge/Tremont Streets enroute from the Massachusetts
General Hospital area to the State House/Boston Common area.
The extremely narrow sidewalk along Congress Street prevents a
lot of pedestrian circulation. Many bicyclists find the area hard to
traverse due to the busy streets and lack of bike lanes.

Boston City Hall is owned by the City of Boston and the Boston
Redevelopment Authority owns the Plaza it sits on. The privately owned
buildings along the South side are responsible for the maintenance of the
infrastructure underneath the plaza.

The Northwest corner is the most windswept.
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TOPOGRAPHY:

INFASTRUCTURE

MBTA:

The highest point of the plaza is near the Government Center T Station, from
here to Congress Street there is a thirty feet grade change.

Below the plaza are an MBTA station, abandoned and currently used MBTA
tunnels, a parking garage and utilities. The Southeast portion of the plaza
is occupied by a parking garage used by City Hall and neighboring private
buildings. Both the Charles River and Boston Harbor watershed runs though
the plaza near the JFK Building.

Government Center T Station (Green Line)
Bowdoin (Blue Line)
State Street (Orange and Blue Lines)
The abandoned Green Line Tunnel runs underneath Corn Hill

Diagrams drawn by author.
Cited Diagrams of existing conditions by Utile.
Timeline of City Hall, Architecture Boston.
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PROGRAMMING:
One of Boston’s largest civic
spaces, City Hall Plaza is a
seven-acre roofscape. Such an
open space in the center of a city
is rare-yet rather than being
occupied residents and visitors
use it as a cut through or by-pass.
A Majority of the time, Boston City
Hall Plaza is devoid of activity.
The only time a crowd gathers is
for the few large-scale events that
occur in the Plaza. From March
to October events are hosted on
the plaza and in the summer a
concert and movie series is held.

SUMMER

WINTER

AUTUMN

MAY 21

African Event

SEPT 11

Guatemalan Flag Rraising

JUNE 3

Pride Event

SEPT 18

Costa Rican Flag Raising

JUNE 4

Filipino Indp.

SEPT 19

Hub on Wheels

JUNE 6-10

Scooper Bowl

OCT 1

Cruisin’ NE Car Show

JUNE 12

Portugese Event

JUNE 21-27

Phantom Gourmet

JUNE 28-JULY 5

Harborfest

JULY 20

Columbian Flag Raising

AUG 16-21

Greenfest

SPRING

MAR 15- MAY 15

Big Apple Circus

Site Section Drawings by author,
based on Boston City Hall Working
Drawings, Kallmannm McKinnell and Knowles,
Syracuse University.
Programming based on City Hall Plaza
programming schedule from 2011-2012
Photographs of Plaza Events by Utile Inc.

EXI

STEPPED PLAZA TO
CONGRESS STREET
poured in place concrete
Existing Tremont Street Subway

Northwest /Southeast Section
(parallel to Congress Street)

Scale: 1/32” = 1’-0”

ISTING PLAZA

Hub on Wheels
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Fourth of July Ceremony 39

Summer concert series on North 40
Side of Plaza

Big Apple Circus 41

FANEUIL HALL/
QUINCY MARKET
BOSTON HARBOR
CONGRESS
STREET

poured in place concrete

Existing
Washington Tunnel

Southeast Section

(from Tremont to Congress Street)

Scale: 1/32” = 1’-0”

CORNER VIEWS:
Four sided approach

view of Northwest corner

view of North corner

view towards waterfront

view of South corner
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view of Southeast corner

Photographs and
drawings by author.

Sears
Crescent

Center
Plaza

Existing JFK Building
Tower
JFK Building
BCH Plaza

28 State Street

Old State House

JFK Building

Hanover St.
Farmer’s Market

Holocaust
Memorial

28 State Street

JFK Federal Building

Quincy Market
Faneuil Hall

Holocaust Memorial

Photographs and
drawings by author.
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SOUTH CORNER
APPROACH

113

JFK Federal
Building

MBTA Station

Existing City Hall

Photographs and drawings by author.
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NORTHWEST
CORNER
APPROACH

JFK Federal
Building
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Existing
City Hall

28 State
Street Sears Crescent

Photographs and drawings by author.
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NORTH CORNER
APPROACH

Holocaust
Memorial
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28 State Existing
Street City Hall

JFK Federal
Building

Photographs and drawings by author.
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SOUTHEAST CORNER
APPROACH

Existing
City Hall

03

JFK Federal
Building

Holocaust
Memorial

Photographs and drawings by author.
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IV PROGRAM
Proposal for a New Boston City Hall and Plaza

THE CORNER can architecturalize
spatial and social effects that in the
context of a civic institution become
politicized. Because the corner both
reflects and becomes a means of reflecting a range of spatial occupation
the corner can become an interface to
control the behavior of those within
city hall and the public. This program
and plaza proposal intends to establish
an accessible city hall that exploits the
spatial and social characteristics of
the corner to engage public intimacy
between governmental workers and
Boston’s public.

The existing Boston City Hall’s
program was analyzed and adjusted
to meet contemporary needs and new
amenities and purposes for the plaza
aim to create this public intimacy.
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL

SITE DISTRIBUTION
CITY HALL 417,000 FT2
PLAZA

19%

125

CITY HALL
BUILDING
(ON SITE)

514,000 FT2

EXISTING

All program diagrams by author.
Information based off of documentation from
City Hall and Boston City Hall working drawings,
Syracuse University.

318,000 FT2

PROPOSED

97,000 FT2

EXISTING CITY HALL 318,000 FT2

EXISTING SITE 514,000 FT2

At present the existing City Hall
occupies nineteen percent of the site and
the plaza eighty-one percent. Because the
plaza is devoid of activity for a majority of
the time this program proposal offers to
re-activate the plaza by adding additional
program and amenities to the site that
take advantage of cultural and
infrastructural resources. The footprint of
the new City Hall will be worked out
through design. Since this new design is
not yet realized the ratio of plaza
programming is based on the existing site
distribution of program.

81%

EXISTING

PROPOSED CITY HALL 228,043 FT2

The space of the existing City Hall is
underused as a majority of Boston’s
governmental departments have moved to
off-site locations and now occupy their own
headquarters. This is in part due to the
poor spatial organization of the existing
City Hall. As the existing City Hall was
programmed for more offices than
presently occupy the building, this
program proposal reduces the amount of
program for the building, allowing what is
properly necessary for the program.

BUILDING DISTRIBUTION
228,043 FT2

PROPOSED

36,781 FT2

Additional Mechanical at 25%

44,138 FT2 Additional Circulation at 30%

147,125 FT2 CITY HALL PROGRAM

NON-MAYORAL
Mayor’s Office

Citizens of Boston

Chief of Staff
Corporation Counsel
Office of Emergency
Preparedness
Chief of Policy +
Planning

City Clerk
(app. by City Council)

Intergovernmental
Relations
Neighborhood
Services
Office of New
Bostonians
Office of Public Info.

MAYOR

City Council (elected)
Finance Commission
(app. by Gov)
Licensing Board
(app. by Gov.)

PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION
Non-Mayoral/
Other

Chief Operating
Officer

Office of Chief Operating
Officer
Labor Relation
Human Resources

42,300 FT2

Education

Finance

Public Safety

Boston Public
Schools

Assessing

Fire

Auditing

Police

Public Health
Commission

Boston Housing
Authority

Boston Public Library
Graphic Arts
Management & Information
Services
Resgistry Division

Public Works +
Transportation

Econmic
Development

Public Works

Boston
Redevlopment
Authority/ Economic
Dev. + Industrial
Commission

Transportation

Small + Local
Business
Enterprise Office

Budget
Management

Streets,
41,280 FT2
Transportation
+ Sanitation

Purchasing

Boston Residents
Jobs Policy Office

Public Property

Environment
and Energy

Property and
Construction
Management

Environment

Human Services

Civil Rights

Parks and
Recreation

Open Space
Planning

Boston Centers for
Youth & Families

Consumer Affairs
and Licensing

Inspectional
Servics

Elderly Commission

Arts, Tourism and
Special Events

Treasury
Elections

Veteran’s
Services

Youth Fund

Public Health

18,354 FT2

Neighborhood
Development

Emergency
Shelter
Women’s
Commission

Retirement
Board

Housing and
Neighborhood
Development

LOCATION
City Hall
Not in
City Hall

PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION
Mechanical

36, 782 FT2

Circulation

44,137 FT2

Cafe/Library

12,500 FT2

Non-Mayoral

21,000 FT2

Streets,
Transportation
+ Sanitation

13,750 FT2

Human
Services

16,375 FT2

Public Saftey
Education

1,036 FT2
650 FT2

Economic
Development

48,020 FT2

Housing,
39,900 FT2
Neighborhood +
Development

Chief
Operating
Officer

28,000 FT2

Basic City
Services

9,074 FT2

Environmental +
Energy

6,900 FT2

Chief Financial 36,725 FT2
Officer

Mayor’s Office 26,200 FT2

319,000 FT2

228,043 FT2

PROPOSED

36,781 FT2

44,138 FT2

147,125 FT2

PROPOSED PROGRAM 228, 043 FT2

EXISTING

EXISTING PROGRAM 319,000 FT2

EXISTING CITY HALL 318,000 FT2

318,000 FT2

PROPOSED CITY HALL 228,043 FT2

Human Services 18,920 FT2

Environmental +
Energy Services
Chief Information
Officer

6,000 FT2
6,000 FT2

Chief of
Economic
Development

14,500 FT2

Chief of Public
Property

12,000 FT2

Chief of Advoacy +
Strategic Investment
Chief of Personnel +

3,000 FT2
6,500 FT2

Labor Relations

Administration
and Finance

23,000 FT2

Mayor’s Office

12,500 FT2

228,043 FT2
(147,125 FT2)

Government Organization
Chart from City of Boston.
Redrawn by author.
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Residents

Students

Business

Visitors

PROPOSED
Government

Residents

Visitors

Students

MAYOR’S OFFICE

Business

EXISTING
Government

DEGREES OF PUBLICNESS
Emergency Management Office
Law Department
Mayor’s Office
Neighborhood Services
Press Office

ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE
Assessing Department
Engineering Division
Assessor Plans

Auditing
Budget and Program Management
Purchasing
City Record
Benefits and Insurance

Registry
Birth and Death Certificates

Treasury
Bonds
City Treasurer
Collections Division

Workers Compensation Services
Taxpayer Referral and Assistance Center
Collector of Taxes

CHIEF OF PERSONNEL & LABOR RELATIONS
Human Resources
Labor Relations
Retirement Board
Intergovernmental Relations

DEGREES

Housing and Neighborhood Development
Neighborhood Services

CHIEF OF ADVOCACY & STRATEGIC INVESTMENT
New Bostonians
Small and Local Business Enterprise

CHIEF OF PUBLIC PROPERTY
Animal Control
Arts, Tourism and Special Events
Trust Office
Consumer Affairs and Licensing
Election Commission
Voter Registration
Ballots
Census
Credit Union
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Property and Construction Management

Least
public

Most
public

This gradient maps the degrees
of publicness with the most
opaque being the most private
and the more transparent being
the most public.

How is publicness measured?
Based on site visits to the existing
City Hall, readings and interviews
of City Hall workers this matrix
analyzes the exiting degrees of
publicness of Boston’s City Hall in
terms of what is available to the
public whether it be physically or
spatially.
diagram by author.

BRA/EDIC (Boston Redevelopment Authority)
BRA Maps, Information & Sale
BRA Planning, Zoning & Development
Directors Office

Legal & Economic Development

CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
Innovation and Technology

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY SERVICES
Environment
Wetland Protection

HUMAN SERVICES
Commission for Persons with Disabilities
Mayor’s Youth Council
Civil Rights
Fair Housing
Human Rights Commission

Elderly Commission
Women’s Commission
Adoption Center
Boston Bikes
Film Bureau
Affirmative Action

STREETS, TRANSPORTATION & SANITATION
Parking Clerk
Transportation

Residents

Students

Business

Visitors

PROPOSED
Government

Residents

Visitors

Students

Business

CHIEF OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OFFICER

Government

EXISTING

In creating a functional
city hall for Boston not every
space needs to be accessible
to the public; certain spaces
and/or areas can be visible
but not accessible. This
corresponds to the power
relationships manifested by
both the social and spatial
implications of the corner.
While this proposal calls for
a more ‘public’ program
than that of the existing;
public can be manifested
through both physical and
visual connections.
In addition to the five
analyzed categorical designations of: government,
business, visitors, residents
and students, sub-categories
do exist such as the relationship of elected officials to
staff and pars of visitors.
This will be further explored
through design.

Central Artery & Tunnel

NON-MAYORAL
City Clerk
Business Name Registration
Campaign Finance Reports
City Code Distribution
Claims Against the City
Financing Statements

City Council Main Office
Licensing Board
diagram by author.
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45

view of entrance to courtyard 46

interplay of volumes and voids 47

TOWN HALL, HILVERSUM
Hilversum, The Netherlands
Willem Marinus Dudok
1928-1931
DEPLOYS THE CORNER:
CLOSED

INTENTION:

Section showing volumes, lines and planes 49

-Create a monumental Town Hall set
within the park landscape (high tower
acts as pivot of design)
-Emphasize movement and
contrast with forms

SPATIAL CONDITION:

-Interplay of vertical and
horizontal lines, planes and volumes
with voided space
-Staggering of blocks with varying
height and width
-Consistently compose contrasting
elements around (except delineate
entrance)

closed corners in plan 48

SOCIAL CONDITION:

-Blur the boundaries of the
government program externally but
clearly distinguish interiorly
-Operates as monument
establishing hierarchy
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site plan 50

plaza plan 52

geometry of skin 51

CITY HALL, LONDON
London, UK, 1998-2002
Foster and Partners
185,000 FT2

DEPLOYS THE CORNER:
DENIAL

INTENTION:

-Express the transparency and
accessibility of the democratic process
-sustainable, virtually non-polluting
public building
-symbol located along the Thames River

SPATIAL CONDITION:

- Shape derived from geometrically
modified sphere for optimum
energy performance
-Continuous spiral circulation leads
past Mayor’s Office and around
Assembly chamber to “London’s
Living Room”, which is public space
for events and exhibitions
-Designs/programs plaza with
sunken outdoor amphitheater which
leads to exhibition center

circulation ramp (denies corner) 54

Photographs by author:
(far left)
Exterior of City Hall in London

SOCIAL CONDITION:

-Physical and Visual connection
between the public and those within
City Hall
-Employs power relationships
through sequence and spatial
organization

(far right,from top to bottom)
Landscaped plaza of site with programmed
outdoor space
Section showing volumes, lines and planes 53

Model of City Hall showing diagonal approach
to building (preferences the corner).
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55

Elevation/Section showing debating chamber (power relationships) 56

SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT
Edinburgh, Scotland, 1999-2004
Enric Miralles
312,000 FT2

DEPLOYS THE CORNER:
ACUTE/CHAMFERED

INTENTION:

-To represent a national identity
-blending the architectural form
into the landscape

SPATIAL CONDITION:
-Non-hierarchal, organic collection

of buildings which allow views of
the landscape
-Separation of space: each council
member has their own cell

SOCIAL CONDITION:

-Debating chamber intended to
blur political afflictions with
semi-circle layout
-Narrow corridors for casual
interactions
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plan showing angle corner condition 57

nonhierarchical collage 58

Photographs by author.
(from top to bottom)
Debating Chamber of Parliament
Exterior acute corner condition

59

Photograph of site 61

Site plan 60

AUSTIN CITY HALL AND
PUBLIC PLAZA
Austin, Texas, 1999-2004
Antoine Predock
118,000 FT2

DEPLOYS THE CORNER:
ACUTE/OBTUSE

Section showing terracing 62

INTENTION:

-Mediate city grid and natural realm of
the waterfront
-Uses local materials to appear as if
emerging out of ground

interior spatial relationships of corner, collaged by author 64

SPATIAL CONDITION:

-Structure angles away from
surrounding streets and city grid
-Inflections from urban perimeter
create series of informal courtyards
-Materials come together to create
“Living Room” and terraces from
the Second Street to the Town Lake
(landscape)

Plan 63

SOCIAL CONDITION:

-Angular form creates interior light
conditions
-Exposed circulation creates visual
power relationships within and
outside of City
-Outdoor terraces create viewing
platforms

exterior facade 65

circulation 66
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architectural ideas to material xpression through analysis
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